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Abstract
Although centralized distribution of U.S. government technical reports began in 1946, the
reports distributed by predecessors of the National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
for the first 15 years are now effectively “lost.” They are not available from NTIS, and
they are not listed in the NTIS bibliographic database. Those reports are available from
the Photoduplication Service of the Library of Congress, and many are available from
other sources as well. This article describes bibliographic tools and resources available to
identify those reports and provides advice on how to obtain them at a reasonable price.
Keywords: Technical report literature, National Technical Information Service, Library
of Congress, Technical Report Number Series

Introduction
U.S. technical reports issued between 1946 and 1961 are effectively “lost” because they
are not available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). This article describes the bibliographic tools and resources available to identify them and provides advice on
how to obtain them inexpensively.
History
In June 1945, President Harry Truman issued an executive order “Providing for the Release
of Scientific Information.” This was a decisive event in the history of federal government technical report literature [1]. That order set in motion events that led eventually to the centralized
collection and distribution of federal government reports by NTIS and to bibliographic control
of reports held by NTIS through Government Reports Announcements and Index.
As a result of the massive research and development effort during World War II, government agencies and their contractors had created thousands of reports. Truman’s executive order
provided for the release of wartime, government-funded scientific and technical reports to the
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public and particularly to industry. The order also set up a cabinet-level committee called the
Publication Board to manage the effort. In August 1945, Truman issued a second order authorizing the Board to release “scientific and industrial information obtained from the enemy” [2].
The Office of the Publication Board, established within the Department of Commerce, collected and distributed the reports. In 1946, the Office of the Publication Board and several
other agencies were consolidated into the Office of Technical Services in the Department of
Commerce [3]. The Office of the Publication Board and the Office of Technical Services were
predecessors of the National Technical Information Service [4].
In the first few years, the Office of the Publication Board and the Office of Technical Services released a wide variety of documents. The reports included evaluations of enemy weapons and equipment, foreign documents, translations, evaluations of enemy industries and technologies, foreign patents, intelligence reports, U.S. military manuals, administrative reports,
historical studies, and research reports.
The Office of the Publication Board announced the reports available in the Bibliography
of Scientific and Industrial Reports (BSIR). The first issue of the BSIR was published on January 11,1946. In 1949, the title was changed to Bibliography of Technical Reports and, in 1955,
to U.S. Government Research Reports [5]. After additional name changes this publication became known as Government Reports Announcements and Index.
Reports received by the Office of the Publication Board and later the Office of Technical
Services were assigned unique “PB” numbers. The PB numbers, which were included in the
citations in the BSIR, were to be used when ordering reports.
Many of those early technical reports were available on microfilm. The June 18, 1948, issue of BSIR announced that, effective immediately, “all orders for reports in microfilm or photostat type of reproduction” were to be sent to the Photoduplication Service of the Library
of Congress rather than to the Office of Technical Services [6]. Later, all reports through PB
160,000 were turned over the Photoduplication Service along with responsibility for making
them available to the public [7].
From the perspective of the public, the present-day NTIS in the Department of Commerce
is a catalog sales organization. It sells reports listed in Government Reports Announcements
and Index to the general public. Sales clerks at NTIS use the NTIS bibliographic database
when filling orders. Reports still available from NTIS are listed in the database, but the reports that were turned over to the Library of Congress are not [8]. Not surprisingly, a customer who asks for a report not listed in the NTIS database will probably be told that the report does not exist.
Identifying Specific Reports
The citations listed in the Bibliography of Scientific and Technical Reports were grouped
under broad classifications such as “ELECTRONICS, GERMAN,” and subject indexes were
provided for the early issues. Identifying reports on a particular subject is fairly simple. However, finding the citation to a specific report identified by the PB number or the report number
assigned by the issuing agency could be difficult. Fortunately, the Special Libraries Association recognized that problem and prepared a couple of very useful numerical indexes. A number of narrowly focused numerical indexes have also been prepared.
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PB-Number Indexes
PB numbers are critically important to locating and acquiring these reports. In 1949, the
Special Libraries Association produced the Numerical Index to the Bibliography of Scientific
and Industrial Reports, which covers the first 10 volumes of the BSIR—1946 through 1948
[9]. The index identifies for the user the BSIR volume and page number where the citation corresponding to each PB number is located. In addition to the PB number index, the Numerical Index also contains tables correlating several major series of report numbers with PB numbers. In 1949 the Office of Technical Services took over producing a PB number index. The
Numerical Index Supplement to the Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports was issued in segments covering volumes 11–19 [10].
Beginning with the issue covering volume 20, numbers 1–6, July to December 1953, the
Index to the Bibliography of Technical Reports included numerical indexes matching PB numbers to citations in the Bibliography. Since 1953, PB number indexes have been a standard
part of the indexes to all the predecessors of Government Reports Announcements and Index.
Report Number Index
Correlating the report numbers assigned by issuing agencies with PB numbers is important
because reports being sought are often referred to by report numbers. In 1953, the Special Libraries Association published the Correlation Index, Document Series and PB Reports, which
correlates report numbers in hundreds of series with the corresponding PB numbers [11]. Of
course, the user must also have the Numerical Index to find the citations corresponding to the
PB numbers.
Specialized Report Number Indexes
Specialized indexes have been prepared for several series of technical reports and Army
manuals, which were listed in BSIR in the late 1940s. Table 1 matches the report series with
the specialized bibliographies in which they are listed.
Indexes for BDDA and MDDC Numbered Reports
Declassified reports from the British and American atomic bomb projects were released
through the Office of Technical Services. BDDA stands for British Declassified Documents,
Atomic. MDDC report numbers were assigned to reports issued by the Manhattan Engineering District, the American wartime atomic bomb-building project. MDDC stands for Manhattan District Declassified Code. The publication, American and British Atomic Energy Reports,
correlates both BDDA and MDDC report numbers with PB numbers [12]. The Numerical Index to the Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports also contains a table correlating
MDDC report numbers with PB numbers [13].
BIOS, CIOS, FD, or FIAT Report Number Indexes
Organizations that investigated German and Japanese industry and technology prepared
a large number of technical reports after World War II. The most important report number
series used were BIOS for the British Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, CIOS for the

American and British Atomic Energy Reports, 1948
Classified List of OTS Printed Reports, 1947
Classified List of OTS Printed Reports, 1947
FIAT Reports, 1947
Army Manuals Listed in BSIR, 1998
American and British Atomic Energy Reports, 1948
OSRD Reports, 1947
Army Manuals Listed in BSIR, 1998
Army Manuals Listed in BSIR, 1998
Army Manuals Listed in BSIR, 1998
Army Manuals Listed in BSIR, 1998

British Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee

Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee

Foreign Intelligence Agency, Technical

Field Manual

Manhattan District Declassified Code

Office of Scientific Research and Development

Pamphlet

Supply Bulletin

Technical Bulletin

Technical Manual

Stands for

British Declassified Documents, Atomic

Table 1. Report series listed in specialized indexes
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Combined Intelligence Objectives Subcommittee, and FIAT for the Foreign Intelligence
Agency, Technical [14]. A number of documents were also issued under FD, “Foreign Document,” numbers.
The Classified List of O[ffice of] T[echnical ] S[ervices] Printed Reports correlates BIOS,
CIOS, FIAT, and several other report number series with PB numbers [15]. FIAT Reports
matches FIAT report numbers with PB numbers [16]. The Numerical Index to the Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports also correlates reports in all four series to the corresponding PB numbers [17].
Indexes to OSRD Number Reports
During World War II, the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) mobilized scientists and engineers for a large number of vital research projects [18]. OSRD report
numbers were assigned to reports created by OSRD sponsored projects. OSRD Reports, Bibliography and Index of Declassified Reports having OSRD Numbers also correlates OSRD report numbers with the corresponding PB numbers and with the volume and page numbers in
the Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports where the descriptions of the documents
can be found [19]. OSRD Reports also contains a cross-reference list in PB number order and
an author and subject index. The Numerical Index to the Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports also contains a table correlating OSRD report numbers with PB numbers [20].
Index to Army Manuals Released through OTS
More than 2,000 U.S. Army manuals were released through the Office of Technical Services in the late 1940s. Those manuals include large numbers of field manuals, technical manuals, and technical bulletins and small numbers of pamphlets and supply bulletins. An online bibliography of Army Manuals Listed in Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports,
1946-49, matches manual numbers with the corresponding PB numbers and with the volume
and page number where the citations to the manuals can be found in BSIR [21].
Getting Assistance from The Library of Congress
Most individuals seeking these reports do not have knowledge of or ready access to the
Numerical Index, the Correlation Index, and the other indexes discussed above. Fortunately,
the technical reports staff in the Library of Congress’ Science, Technology and Business Division will provide assistance in identifying bibliographic and location information concerning
technical reports from the 1940s and 1950s. The technical reports staff can be reached at (202)
707-5655 or fax (202) 707-0253.
How to Obtain the “Lost” Technical Reports
Reports numbered PB 1 through PB 160,000 are available from the Library of Congress
Photoduplication Service. However, copies made by the Library of Congress are expensive.
For example, FIAT Reports, PB 86,000, mentioned above, is 94 pages long. If ordered from
the Photoduplication Service, that document would cost $45. Many of the reports are available
elsewhere. Below are some alternatives to ordering from the Library of Congress.
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Interlibrary Loan
Thousands of copies of early technical reports were distributed in hard copy, and some
were published commercially. The British and American reports on the exploitation of German industry and technology were also distributed by His Majesty’s Stationery Office in Great
Britain. Many of those early technical reports were added to general library collections and
cataloged. An author or title search of a large bibliographic database, like WorldCat, may turn
up any given report.
Government Document Collections
Depending on local practices, technical reports may have found their way into local government document collections. Some, like military manuals, were also distributed through the
depository document program. Apparently, a number of the very earliest PB-numbered reports
were also distributed to Federal Depository Libraries. Later the FIAT, CIOS, and BIOS reports
on German industry and technology were distributed to more than 100 college, public, and
state libraries. Those libraries are listed in the April 4,1947, issue of the BSIR [22].
In some instances, the location of U.S. technical reports in a government documents collection is easy to determine. If they are present in a government documents collection, the
earliest PB-numbered reports will probably be filed under the Superintendent of Documents
number assigned to Publication Board documents, Y 3.P 96/6:7/[nos]. Similarly, the FIAT reports were assigned Superintendent of Documents number W 1.72/6:[nos], grouping them
with other material from the Military Government for Germany. The physical location of collections of other materials, such as the British BIOS reports, varies from library to library, depending on decisions made by librarians working in the 1940s and 1950s.
Federal Technical Reports Depository Libraries
In the late 1950s, a number of depository libraries for U.S. federal government technical
reports were established [23]. Those libraries were provided with copies of all reports then
still available at the Office of Technical Services. Although the reports depository program
was discontinued in the 1960s, those depository libraries may have fairly complete collections
of reports issued in the 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s. The libraries participating in the depository program were:
John Crerar Library in Chicago
University of Cincinnati Library
Detroit Public Library
Georgia Institute of Technology Library
Linda Hall Library in Kansas City
New York Public Library
Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh
The National Technical Information Service
Although these early postwar reports are not listed in the NTIS bibliographic database,
a small number of the reports transferred to the Library of Congress are still available from
NTIS. NTIS has very spotty holdings of reports with numbers in the range PB 153,000 through
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PB 160,000 [24]. If a customer insists, NTIS will consult their manual files. The chances of
success are slim, but if NTIS owns a particular report, a copy will be far less expensive than if
it were obtained from the Library of Congress.
Ordering PB Reports from The Library of Congress
To order a report from the Library of Congress Photoduplication Service, the report being
ordered must be identified by its PB number. To confirm the PB number, number of pages, and
other bibliographic information, call the Special Services section of the Photoduplication Service at (202) 707-5661.
To order a PB report from the Photoduplication Service, fax the request to (202) 707-1771,
or mail the order to: Library of Congress, Photoduplication Service, Washington, DC 20540.
The PB number and all other available bibliographic information, such as the title, date, and
issuing agency, should be included in the order.
Payment is required at the time the order is placed. For credit card orders, include a credit
card number along with the name as it appears on the card, the expiration date, and any other
information needed to make a purchase. The Library of Congress only accepts MasterCard
and Visa.
A $10 search fee is charged for each report ordered. The search fee covers the cost of copying the first 25 pages of the report. If the report is more than 25 pages long, 50¢ is charged for
each additional page. For further information contact the Photoduplication Service at (202)
707-5640 or fax (202) 707-1771.
Conclusion
The centralized distribution of United States government technical reports, which began in
1946, has made the vast collection of reports created by the federal government and its contractors available to the public, industry and scholars. An organization, initially called the Office of the Publication Board and later the Office of Technical Services, was established in the
Department of Commerce to publish bibliographic information about the reports available and
to distribute them on demand.
Now, however, reports issued before 1961 are not available from the National Technical Information Service, the successor to the Office of the Publication Board and the Office of Technical Services, and they are not listed in the bibliographic database NTIS uses when filling orders.
Those early technical reports are available from the Photoduplication Service of the Library of Congress and many are available from other sources as well. There are a number of
indexes that allow users to identify reports on a specific subject or to find the citations for specific reports identified by report number or by PB number. Also, the Science, Technology, and
Business Division of the Library of Congress will provide assistance in identifying those early
reports. Although it is sometimes difficult to identify and locate the “lost” technical reports, an
individual with persistence and imagination can find them.
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